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ABSTRACT 

The paper concerns alternating powers of a Hilbert space. Let A k be defined by 
/Yk(A)(xl~ ... /?x,)=Ax,~ ... AAX,. It is proved that the norm of the linear 

map D A k(A) depends only upon 1 A 1 and is assumed at the identity. 

INTRODUCTION 

If X is a (complex) Hilbert space, let A k: C(X) -+ c( A kX) be the map 
defined by A k( A)(x, A . . . AX,) = Ax, A . . . A Ax,. Then A k is a differen- 
tiable map and D A k(A) : C(X) -+ C( A kX) is a bounded operator. The main 
result of this paper is: 

THEOREM ( * ). II D A k(A)II = ll(D A k( 1 A l))(l,)ll, where 1 A I = 
(A*A)“‘. 

The title of the paper derives from the fact that for any T in c( x>, 

(D/Yk(T))(lx)(q~ ... kX,)=X,f’TQ”’ ... AT% 

+Tx,Ax,ATx,A-..ATx, 

+... +Tx~A ... ATXk-lAXk, 

so that D A k( T )( 1) is a “ noncommutative analogue of kTk- ‘.” The following 
corollary reveals the above result in a clearer form. 

COROLLARY. Zf A is a compact operator (in particular, if 3c is finitedi- 
me&onal), and if a1 2 a2 a ’ . ’ a ak are the k largest singular values of A 
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(i.e., eigenvalues oflA/) counting multiplicity, then 

where ~~_~(a~,..., CQ) is the (k - 1)th elementary symmetric polynomial of 
al>..., ak. 

The statement of the corollary remains valid even for noncompact A, if 
the phrase “k largest singular values of A” is interpreted suitably. 

PRELIMINARIES 

The symbol X will always denote a complex Hilbert space, and C(X) the 
C*-algebra of all bounded operators on X. The kth alternating and tensor 
powers of X (with their natural Hilbert-space structures) will be denoted 
by r\‘X and @‘kX respectively (k > 1). If A, A,,...,A,E C(X), then A 
A . . . A A and A,@ . . + @A, will denote the (uniquely defined) operators on 
A “X and 63 k 3c respectively, satisfying 

(AA ... r\A)(x,~ *.. AX,J=AX~A ... AAX, 

and 

(A,@ . . . @Ak)( ~$9 . . . 63.x,) = A,+’ . . . @‘A/& 

for all x r,. . . ,xk in X. (Note that A A * . . A A is not the wedge product in 
A kC(X); in fact, A A A will not be zero unless A has rank at most one.) We 
shallwrite AkA=AA...r\Aand @‘A=A@...@A.Definecp,:C(X)+ 
C(r\kX)and$~:C(X)+C(@k3C)asfollows: 

(PA(B)(XI A . . . AX,)=BX,AAX,A~~~ r\Ax,+Ax,~Bx,/?Ax,~ ... AAx, 

+ . . . +Ax,r\ ... A Axk_i A BX, (I) 

wheneverxr,...,XkEX; and 

I+*(B) = B@A@A@ . . . @A + A@B@A@ . . . @A 

+ . . . + A@A@ . . . @A@B (2) 
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[Note:Ingeneral,iiA,,...,AkEC(X), thenx,/? ... AX~HA~X~A ... AA~x~ 

is not a meaningfully defined operator; nevertheless, (1) does define a 
well-defined operator which we shall sometimes denote by B A A A . . . A A 
+ . . . +Ar\ ... A A A B, although individual terms of this sum do not make 

sense.] 
Now, A k: i!(x) + I?(A kX) is a differential map of Banach spaces. So, if 

AE C(X), then D /lk(A): C(X) + C(r\ kX) is a bounded operator. In fact, 
it can be shown (cf. [l]) that D Ak(A)(B) = cp,(B) for all A, BE c(x); i.e., 
D A k(A) = q*, as an operator from C(x) to !??(A kX). 

Finally, if AE~(%), we shall write ] A( for the positive square root of 
A*A; i.e., ] A 1 = (A*A)‘12. 

Proof of Theorem (*). I n view of the foregoing remarks, it is to be 

proved that 11~~ II = Ilrp,,,(I)ll f or every A in C(X). (Here, and elsewhere, 

the identity operator on X will be denoted by 1.) The equality asserted above 
is a consequence of the following theorems, whose proofs are accomplished by 

a series of lemmas. 

THEOREM 1. If A 2 0, then (PA is a completely positive map, and hence 
II VA II = 11 cp,(l)ll* 

THEOREM 2. Zf AE C(X), then 

Before getting into the proof of Theorem 1, let us recall some facts about 

completely positive maps (hereafter abbreviated to c-p. maps). A linear map 
‘p: C(X)- C(X) is said to be a c.p. map if, for every positive integer n, the 
n X n matrix (q(Bii)) defines a positive operator on XC”‘= x@ d . . @%, 
whenever (B,,) defines a positive operator on 3c(“). A theorem of Stinespring’s 
(cf. [2]) states that ‘p: C(X) -+ C(Y) is a c.p. map iff there exists a representa- 
tion r: C(X) ---f C( ‘X,) and a bounded operator T: X --) ‘X, such that q(B) = 
T*n(B)T VBE C(‘K). Since representations have norm one, it follows that 
c.p. maps attain their norm at the identity: i.e., Ilqll = IIcp(l)ll for every c.p. 

map V. 

LEMMA 1.1. Zf A >O, then B- A@B is a c.p. map (fim c(x) to 
C(X@YC)). 
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Proof. Suppose (Bif)l<i,i<n defines a positive operator on XC”). Then, 
wemustcheckthat(A@BBii)lGi,iGn defines a positive operator on (X @ X)(“). 
Under the natural identification of (X@ X)(“) with X@ XC”), it is easy to see 
that (A’Bii)r<i,i<n corresponds to A@ ( Bii)i s i, iG ,,, which is positive, since 
the tensor product of positive operators is positive. n 

In the following lemma, S, denotes the symmetric group on k objects. For 
u in S,, let E, denote the signature of the permutation u, and let U, denote the 
unitary operator on @DkX satisfying U,(x,@ * . . 8x,) = xocl)@ f . . @xockj 
vx 1,. . . ,xk in X. Let V: Ak3C -8 ?C be the natural inclusion map, defined 

by 

kf’x ,,...,x,EX. (3) 

LEMMA 1.2. Zf (PA, $*, and V are defined as in Equations (l), (2), and 
(3), then 

Proof. It is easily seen that V is isometric. Let PE C( @‘X) be the 
projection onto the range of V. It follows from the definitions that 

IfA,BEe(X)andifxr ,..., x,EX,then 

Vrp*(B)V*(x,~ . *. ax,) 

=wp*(B)(r,A ... q) 

(4) 

= PiJQ(B)(x,@ . . . eq.), 
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and hence 
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(5) 

Another routine check shows that for all IT in S,, 

for all A r,. . . ,A, in C(X). This, and the symmetry of &(B), imply that 

In other words, g*(B) commutes with every U,, and hence [by (4)] GA(B) 
commutes with the projection P. So Equation (5) may be rewritten as 

Vcp,(B)V* = P&(B) = P&(B)P. 

Because V*V = 1 and W* = P, this gives the announced conclusion. n 

Proof of Theorem 1. Let A 3 0. By Lemma 1.1 and Stinespring’s result, 
there exists a representation 7~: C(X) - C(X,) and a bounded operator 
T: BkX -+ ‘X, such that G*(B) = T*m(B)T VBE c(x). Lemma 1.2 then 

implies that cp,(B) = (m)*m( B)(w), thereby proving that VA is c.p. n 

Althou& the index is normally defined only for semi-Fredholm operators, 

we shah define, for every A in C(x), 

ind(A)=dim(kerA)-dim(kerA*), 

(with the understanding that 00 - 00 = 0). Recall that the polar decomposition 
theorem expresses A as a product: A = U]AI, where U is a partial isometry 
which maps ker A to zero and ker lA isometrically onto ker IA*. According to 
whether ind A 2 0 or ind A G 0, we may redefine U on ker A so that U is 
coisometric (i.e. UU* = 1) or U is isometric. The modified operator U still 
satisfiesA=UJA], U*A=]Al, U*UJAJ=JA].Thisobservationwihbeused 
in the proof of the next two lemmas. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let AE e(‘%). Then, 

(i) if ind A > 0, 
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(ii) $ ind A d 0, 
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Proof (i): Here ind A 2 0 and ind A* G 0. So, by the observation made 
earlier, there exist a coisometry U and an isometry W such that 

A=UIAI, U*A= IAl, 

A*=WIA*(, W*A*= IA*\. 

Then, for any B in C(X), since (A kU)( A kU*) = 1, 

IIg&.3)II= IIBA ..+ AA-~ ... +AA ... ABII 

=lI(AkU)(AkU*)(B/\ ..- /\A+ ... 

~I((AkU*)(Br\...~A+...+A~ 

=IIU*BA-..AU*A+.-.+U*AA. 

= ~~'pu&J*B)~~ 

=Il'P,*,(U*WII 

~IlcplAIIJI]BII (since lIU*Il =I>, 

and hence, 

II%ll +qA,ll. 

AA .. . WJI 

^B)II 
AU*AAU*BII 

On the other hand, since ) A* 1 Z= 0, we have, by Theorem 1, 

ll~,A.+,ll=lll~ ... flail+ ... +~A*/A ... ~111 

=Il(l~. . . AIA*I+ ... +(A*~A -.. ~l)(r\~W*)(r\~W)\\ 

( since A k W is isometric) 
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<ll(lA . . . /\IA*l+ ... +JA*I/Y ... ~l)A~W*ll 

=IIW*A...AIA*JW*+ . ..+IA*IW*/?.+W*Il 

=II (P,**,w*(W*)Il 

= II%(w*)II (since A = IA* I W*) 

G IIVJAII (since IIw*ll= 1). 

So case (i) is proved. The proof of case (ii) is entirely analogous. n 

LEMMA 2.2. Let A E C(X), and suppose ind A Q 0. Then 1 A* I is unitarily 
equivalent to I A I @ 0, where 0 is the .zero operator on a space of dimension 
- ind A. 

Proof. This follows from the comments made above on the polar decom- 
position. n 

Henceforth,sk_r(hl,..., X,) will denote the (k - 1)st elementary symmet- 
ric polynomial of the Ai’s; thus, 

LEMMA 2.3. If P a 0, then II ‘pp II = II ‘ppeo II. 

Case (i): P has pure point spectrum. Thus, there is an orthonormal 
basis { ei} of X and numbers hi 2 0 such that Pe, = X,e, Vi. Then, clearly, for 
distinct indices i r, . . . , i, , 

Thus, q,(l) is diagonalizable with respect to the basis {ei, A . . . A e,,} for 
A kX. Hence, 

II%o)ll = SUP{ %-l@ip.. .) hit) : ii’s distinct} . (6) 
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Since the eigenvalues of I’@0 are the Ai’s together with an appropriate 
number of zeros, and since a formula analogous to (6) holds with I’@0 in 
place of P, and since the Xi’s are nonnegative it is clear that 

II%4 = II%o>ll= Il%f3o(l)ll= Il%I3oll* 

Case (ii): P arbitrary. Since positive operators with pure point spectrum 
are dense in the family of all positive operators, and since ]I ‘pP II and II (pPaO II 
both vary continuously with P, the proof is complete. n 

Proofof Theorem 2. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 imply that llqIAI II = Il’piA*, II 
for any AE C(X). (If ind A B 0, apply the lemmas to A* in place of A.) This, 
together with Lemma 2.1, now shows that II(pAII = II’pIAi II = /I’piA*, II. Inter- 
changing A and A*, we see that the common value of the three expressions 
above agrees with II (PA* II, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2. n 

COROLLARY. Zf A is a compact operator on x (in particular, if x is 
finitedimensional and A is arbitrary), and if a1 b a2 2 . . . ~0 is an enumer- 
ation of the eigenvalues of I A 1, counted with multiplicity, then 

Proof. ) A] is a positive operator with pure point spectrum. It has 
eigenvalues (pi B (us 2 . . . ~0. The assertion follows from Equation (6) in the 
proof of Lemma 2.3. W 

REMARKS. 

(1) Equation (7) in the statement of the Corollary continues to hold for 
noncompact A as well, if the “singular values” of A are appropriately 
interpreted. Thus, if points in the essential spectrum of A are assigned infinite 
multiplicity, and if cri,..., I+ are the k “largest” points in sp() A I), then 
IIDAk(A)II =s~_~((Y~,...,(Y~). 

(2) A result similar to Theorem 1 can be stated with Schur products in 
place of alternating products. More precisely, represent C(X) concretely as 
matrices, and let A. B be the Schur (or Hadamard) product of A and B. [If 
A=(aii)andB=(Bii), thenA.B=(~ii&i).] DefineZk:C(X)+C(X) by 

Zk(A)=,A.A.:- +. 

k terms 
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Then it is easily shown that 
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DZk(A)(B)=B.A. .e. .A+A.B. ... .A+ ... +AeA. ... .A.B. (8) 

However, the Schur product is a compression of the tensor product. More 
precisely, there exists an isometry V: X -63 kX such that 

A,. . . . .A,=V*(A,%’ **. @A,)V vA,,...,A,&(X). 

Hence, DZk(A)(B) = V*$*(B)V VA, BE C(X) [see (2) for the definition of 
qA]. If A 2 0, then the complete positivity of $A (by Lemma 1.1) implies, as 
before, that DZk(A) is a c.p. map. Hence, 

III=k(A)II = lI~~k(N(l)II. 

So, if A = (aii), it follows from Equation (8) that 

IIDZk(A)II = /diag(k&‘)ll 

= ksup&? 
i 

In [Z], the authors prove the equality of llDr\k(A)ll and sk_1((Y17...,ak) 
in the finite-dimensional case. Their proof involves some complicated combi- 
natorics, and is not vey clear at certain points. The proof presented here has 
the advantage of being free of combinatorics, and of being applicable in the 
infinite-dimensional case as well. However, there are some common points in 
the two proofs-rwtably, the reduction to the case where A is positive. The 
author is indebted to Raiendra Bhatia, one of the coauthors of [ 11, for several 
fruitful conversations with him, which resulted in this paper. 
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